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ABSTRACT
A survey of the commercial fisheries on the mainstem
reservoirs of the Missouri River in Montana, North Dakota,
and South Dakota was made in 1966*

The objective of the

study was to obtain basic information of use in the manage
ment of commercial fisheries that are developing in these
waters and to identify biological problems significant to
these new fisheries.
Each commercial fishery is described as to types and
specification of gear, species caught, seasons of fishing,
catch per unit of effort, licensing by the states, habitat
of species, indications of depletion, and special problems
affecting the development of the commercial fisheries.

The

preparation of fish for market, holding facilities, prices
and records kept are briefly discussed.
There is a paucity of basic scientific information in
this region that can be immediately drawn upon and used in
the management of the developing fisheries.
no indications of depletion recognized.

There are

The exploitation

of commercial fish populations can apparently be increased
many-fold.

Current problems in the expansion of the fish

eries appear to be in the economics of operation and in
marketing rather than in the absolute abundance of poten
tially eoramercial species.
vlil

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this survey is to bring
together basic data that will be of direct assistance in
further development of the commercial fishing on the mainstem reservoirs of the Upper Missouri System.
DESCRIPTION OF AREA
The Missouri River, along its 2,466-mlle channel from
Three Forks in western Montana to its confluence with the
Mississippi River, has been transformed from an uncontrolled
natural wild river to a chain of great impoundments connected
by waterways with regulated flows and releases.

The trans

formation of the mighty river into a series of large reser
voirs has initiated a complex of profound changes in the
basic aquatic biology of the river system.
The Missouri River, longest of the tributaries of the
Mississippi, is formed by the confluence of the Jefferson,
Madison, and Gallatin Rivers in the Rocky Mountain area of
southwestern Montana, 8,000 feet above sea level.

Flowing

first north onto the high plains, the Missouri then turns
east before assuming its winding, unstable course to the
Mississippi (Figure 1).

For most of the way the river flows

through its two major physiographic sections— the high and
the low Great Plains— finally joining the Mississippi over
its own alluvial plain, 2,466 miles from its source (White,

1964).
1

Fig. 1.— The Missouri Basin
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The huge area drained by this great river system is
about 529,400 square miles of which 2,550 square miles are
in Canada*

Elevations within the basin are extreme:

from

l4,000 feet above sea level in the Rockies near the conti
nental divide to 400 feet where the Missouri Joins the Mis
sissippi (Figure 2).
The Rocky Mountains form the western boarder of the
basin, but the entire basin where mainstem reservoirs were
constructed is plains country with elevations ranging from
2,250 mean sea level (m.s.l.) at the upper end of Fort Peck
Reservoir to 1,160 feet m.s.l. at Fort Randall Reservoir.
This high plains country is a large, coalesced alluvial
fan which was formed from streams draining eastward from
the Rocky Mountains (Emerson, 1920).

The present location

of the Missouri River marks approximately the southern
edge of Wisconsin glaciation during the Pleistocene (Fenneman, 1931)*

Thus extensive till and other glacial deposits

overlay the north and east shores of the river; the drain
age basin south and west of the river is overlain with
extensive sedimentary deposits which are vividly exposed
in the Badland regions of North and South Dakota.

Except

for a few trees in the river valleys and protected areas,
the area was originally short grass plains country.

Pre

sently the upper part of the basin in Montana and North
Dakota is used principally for the raising of row crops
or for grazing cattle and sheep.

In South Dakota the area

west of the river is used principally for grazing and wheat

ELEVATION IN FEET MSL

-FORT PECK
135 Miles Long
Max NP 2246

Fig. 2.— Elevation and Distance of Mainstem Reservoirs above the Mouth of the
Missouri River
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farming.

The area east of the Missouri River Is used for

fairly intensive cultivation of row crops.
With the exception of the headwater areas, the soils
in the entire basin are fine and erodable, and the unimpounded
rivers are laden with silt.

The principal surface sediments

are shales or consolidated clay particles and chalk.

The

high turbidities in the basin are caused by flattened clay
particles which are light in weight but which effectively
shield out light (Benson, MS).
The climates prevailing over the basin are semi-arid
with the extreme temperature ranges characteristic of a mid
latitude, continental interior.

Hall, blizzards, torrential

rains, heavy snows, sustained high temperatures (perhaps
three weeks), and searing droughts have done their worst
to discourage permanent settlement.

In no other part of

the interior United States are average wind velocities so
high as on the Great Plains (White, 1964).

The high rate

of air movement increases evaporation and promotes dust blow
ing on fields which are— or have been--cultivated.
The population of the Missouri Basin is about 7,000,000.
These states have shown a decline in population since 1939;
whereas, that of the nation has increased significantly.
PICK-SL0AN PLAN
The blueprint for harnessing the Missouri was named
for General Lewis A. Pick, then head of the Missouri River
Division of the Corps of Army Engineers, and W. G. Sloan,

6

then a regional engineer for the Bureau of Reclamation.
The Pick-Sloan Plan called for seven large dams on
the mainstem of the Missouri.

All are now in place; however,

the four involved in this study are Fort Peck, Garrison,
Oahe, and Fort Randall (Figure 2).
The mainstem reservoirs differ greatly in size, depth,
and water management requirements.

Each of the upper three

reservoirs— Fort Peck, Garrison, and Oahe— -is larger in sur
face area and volume than the sum of the lower three reser
voirs— Big Bend, Fort Randall, and Gavins Point.

These upper

reservoirs are used for long term water storage, and their
annual water management is not as uniform as in the lower
three reservoirs.

The water levels of the upper reservoirs

are being controlled by climatic conditions and available
runoff.

The lower reservoirs are being managed quite uni

formly since their storage capacities are small and are depend
ent upon water stored in the upper reservoirs for operation
during dry periods.
The Missouri River Reservoir System impounds 897 miles
of river at full pool from Gavins Point Dam in South Dakota
to the headwaters of the Fort Peck Dam in Montana.

Only 317

miles of free flowing river exist within the impounded section
of the river.

All reservoirs are long and narrow with the

Oahe reaching a maximum length of 231 miles at full pool.
Trees and brush were not cleared from the reservoir*s bottom
except in a few areas \#iere recreational use was expected to
be heavy.

7

When filled, the "Great Lakes" of the Missouri will
contain a capacity of 76,041,000 acre feet (93•B10 cubic
meters) and a surface area of 1,261,000 acres (Benson, MS).
FISH SPECIES
As a consequence of impoundments, large populations
or commercially valuable fishes are known to have been devel
oped in the new reservoirs.

These expanded populations are

virtually unexploited by commercial fishermen, and little
is known of their biology and numbers.

It is speculated that

the fish populations in the new reservoirs have not yet sta
bilized in the habitats developed because the impoundments
are so recent.
There have been 59 species of fish identified from the
Missouri River mainstem impoundments (Table 1).

Many of these

species are remnants of the original r.iver or tributary fauna
and have become rare or may have disappeared.
have been introduced.

Some new species

The white bass, rainbow trout, kokanee,

and lake trout are introductions.

The common species of large

fish in the system— not necessarily in each reservoir— are
bigmouth buffalo, smallmouth buffalo, carp, river carpsucker,
northern pike, channel catfish, shovelnose sturgeon, goldeye,
sauger, black crappie, white crappie, walleye, yellow perch,
shortnose gar, paddlefish, and freshwater drum.

The collection

and identification of small fish has not yet been carried out
in the same detail on all reservoirs and the list is undoubt
edly Incomplete (Benson, MS).

TABLE 1.— Fish species collected in Missouri River mainstem reservoirs. Referred to as
rare (R) or common (C). Common names from American Fisheries Society, Special Publi
cation No. 2 (i960) (Benson, MS)
RESERVOIRS
SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Fort
Peck

Garrison

Oahe

Fort
Randall

Scaphirhynchus albus
(Forbes and Richardson)

pallid
sturgeon

—

R

R

R

Scaphirhynchus platorynchus
(Rafinesque)

shovelnose
sturgeon

C

C

C

C

Polyodon spathula (Walbaum)

paddlefish

C

c

C

C

Lepisosteus platostomus
Rafinesque

shortnose
gar

-

c

C

C

Dorosoma cepedlanum
(LeSueur)

gizzard
shad

-

mm

-

c

Alosa chrysochloris
(Rafinesque)

skipjack
-

-

-

R

Salmo gairdneri
Richardson

rainbow
trout

R

R

-

R

Salmo trutta
Linnaeus

brown
trout

R

R

-

-

Oncorhynchus nerka (Walbaum)

kokanee

R

-

-

-

Salvelinus namaycus’ (Walbaum)

lake trout

R

-

mm

-

TABLE 1— (Continued)
RESERVOIRS
S C IE N T IF IC NAME

COMMON NAME

Fort
Peck

Garrison

Oahe

Fort
Randall

Esox lucius
Linnaeus

northern
pike

C

c

C

C

Hlodon alosoides (Rafinesque)

goldeye

c

c

C

C

Cyprinus carpio
Linnaeus

carp
c

c

C

C

Semotilus atromaculatus
(Mitchill)

creek
chub

-

R

R

-

Semotilus margarita (Cox)

pearl dace

-

R

-

-

Notemigonus crysoleucas
(Mitchill)

golden
shiner

-

R

R

R

Hybopsis gracilis
(Richardson)

flathead
chub

c

C

C

C

Hybopsis plumbea (Agassiz)

lake chub

R

R

-

-

Hybopsls gelida (Girard)

sturgeon chub

-

-

R

-

Rhinichthys atratulus (Hermann)

blacknose dace

-

-

R

-

Notropis stramlneus (Cope)

sand shiner

R

a.

R

Notropls blennius (Girard)

river shiner

R

TABLi 1— (Continued)

o
RESERVOIR u
SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Notropis illecebrosus
(Girard)

silverband
minnow

Notropis atherinoldes
Faf ineeque

emerald
shiner

Notropis lutrensis
(Baird and Girard)

red shiner

Hybognathus nuchalls
Agassiz

Fort
Peck

Garrison

mm

Cahe

Fort
Fandall

R

11

mm

C

C

C

_

c

mm

mm

silvery
minnow

C

—

mm

mm

Fimerhales promelas
Hafineeque

flathead
minnow

c

c

c

r*
o

Cycleptus elongatus (LeSueur)

blue sucker

B

H

R

R

Ictlobus cyprinellus
(Valenciennes)

bigmouth
buffalo

C

C

C

c

Ictlobus bubalus
(Kafinesque)

sraallmouth
buffalo

c

C

C

c

Carplodes cyprinus (LeSueur)

quillback

-

p

•m

-

river
carpsucker

c

c

C

c

mm

c

c

c

Moxostoma ja. macrolepidotum
(LeSueur)
------

northern
redhorse

TABLE 1.— (Continued)

RESERVOIRS
SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Fort
Peck

Catostomus commersoni
(Lac^p&de)

white sucker

C

C

C-R

R

Catostomus catostomus
(Forster)

longnose
sucker

R

R

-

-

Fantosteus platyrhychus
(Cope)

mountain
sucker

R

-

-

-

Ictalurus melas
(Rafinesque)

black
bullhead

R

R

R

R

Ictalurus ounctatus
(Rafinesque)

channel
catfish

C

C

C

C

Ictalurus furcatus (LeSueur)

blue catfish

mm

mm

R

-

Noturus flavus

stonecat

R

R

R

R

Pylodictus olivarus
(Rafinesque)

flathead
catfish

-

-

R

R

Noturus mollis (Hermann)

tadpole madtom

-

R

-

-

Roccus chrysops (Rafinesque)

white bass

C

C

Rafinesaue

Garrison

Oahe

Fort
Randall

TABLE 1— (Continued)

RESERVOIRS
SCIENTIFIC NAME
Mlcropterus s. salmoides

COMMON NAME

Fort
leek

Garrison

Oahe

Fort
Randall

largemouth
bass

C

C

Lepomls cyanellus
Eafinesque

green
sunfish

R

R

Lepomls glbbosus (Linnaeus)

pumpkinseed

R

Lepomls humllls (Girard)

orange spotted
sunfish

R

R

R

R

R

R

C

C

C

( L k c d Vh d F ) ------------------

Lepomls macrochirus
Rafinesque

blueglll

Pomoxls annularis
Rafinesque

white
crappie

Pomoxls nlgromaculatus
LeSueur

black
crappie

c

c

C

c

Stlzostedlon canadense (Smith)

sauger

c

c

C

c

Stizostedion v. vitreum
(Mltchilll

walleye

c

c

C

c

Perea flavescens (Mitchill)

yellow perch

c

c

C

c

Etheostoma exile (Girard)

Iowa darter

R

R

TABLE 1— (Continued)

RESERVOIRS
SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Aplodinotus Krunnlens
Rafinesque

freshwater
drum

Eucalia inconstans
(Kirtland)

brook
stickleback

Fort
Peck

Garrison

Oahe

Fort
Randall

Commercial fishing of these reservoirs is Just begin
ning.

The catch in 1965 amounted to 1,297.000 pounds (Table

2), and the total commercial fishery resource is undoubtedly
under exploited.

Buffalo made up over 90 per cent of the

catch, but it is known that other species are present in
quantity.
TABLE 2.— Commercial catch of fish in thousands of pounds from
Missouri River Mainstem Reservoirs in 1965 as reported by the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Statistics Branch, Ann Arbor,
Michigan

SPECIES
Buffalo
Carp
Catfish
Quillback
Sheepshead
Suckers
TOTALS

Fort
Peck

RESERVOIRS
Fort
Garrison
Randall

153*9
12.9
12.3
- - *7
— —

199*8
27.7

179*8

229*1

-

-

-

1.6
- - mm

mm

218.8
- - 3*6
- - - - -

mm

222.

Oahe

TOTAL

636.7

1 ,209*2

11.9
9*2
- - 5*0
2.9

52.5
25*1
1.6
5*7

665*7

1,297*0

2.9

METHODS

During the summer of 1966 each reservoir supporting
a commercial fishery was visited at intervals to observe
the activities of the commercial fishermen.

At the time

this survey was conducted, five commercial fisheries were
in operation (Figure 3) •

One commercial fishery was located

on Fort Peck Reservoir in Montana, two on the Garrison Reser
voir in North Dakota, one on the Oahe Reservoir of North and
South Dakota, and another on the Fort Randall Reservoir of
South Dakota.
Information was obtained from each of these commercial
fisheries.

One to two weeks were spent at each location for

the following reasons:

(l) to become acquainted with the

fishermen, (2 ) to obtain their cooperation, and (3 ) to learn
in detail all phases of their operations.
The discussions with the fishermen were kept informal.
No overt questionaire or set interview was followed; however,
a basic outline of the Information sought was planned in
advance.

A report was compiled on each fishery directly fol

lowing the Interview and/or observation.
the outline of the information sought:
1. Location of fishing
2. Methods of fishing
3* Specifications of gear
a . Care

15

The following is

16
b. Methods of preservation
c. Durability or replacement rate
d* Cost per unit
Species caught
5. Boats
a. Size
b. Weight
c . Power
d. Special qualifications and/or apparatus

6 . Fishing seasons
a. Closed
b. Open
c. Best or peak season
7» Catch per unit of effort
a. Maximum
b. Minimum
c. Average

8 . License cost and requirements
9« Habitat where fish are pursued
a. Depths
b. Currents
c. Other information
10. Frequency of gear tending
11. Crews
a. Titles
b. Duties
c. Wages
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12. Operation costs
13. Storage and holding facilities
1^. Preparation of fish for market
15* Marketing of fish
a. Local sales
b. Out-of-state sales
16. Prices
a. Landing
b. Shipping
1?. Records
a. Keeping and storage
(1) Private
(2) State
(3) Federal
(*0 Other
b. Publication
18. Difficulties encountered
19* Indications of depletion
The data from the survey report forms were compiled
for each individual fishery.

A comprehensive description

of commercial fishing as it now exists on the mainstem
reservoirs of the upper Missouri River Basin has been
developed.

From this information suggestions for further

avenues of expansion or continued research may be formulated.

SURVEYS

FORT PECK RESERVOIR
Fort Peck Dam was closed In 1938*

The reservoir is 135

miles long, has a surface area of 2*J7»000 acres and a shore
line of 1,520 miles.

The maximum depth is 251 feet.

It has

a capacity of 19.100,000 acre feet at maximum pool (Figure k ).
BRUSETT FISHERY
There is one commercial fishery in operation on Fort
Peck Reservoir of Montana.

It is located approximately 35

miles west of Brusett at the mouth of the Musselshell River.
The fishing is primarily for large and smallmouth buffalo.
Fishing operations extend in the reservoir some 35 miles up
stream and 20 miles down from the processing plant; however,
fishing is concentrated in the Musselshell and Devils Creek
area in the spring (Figure 4).
Gill nets (Figure 9) and trammel nets (Figure 10) are
used throughout the year and form the backbone of the fishery.
The gill and trammel nets are fished near shore on the bottom
in 5 to 20 feet of water during the spring.

Toward summer the

gill and trammel nets are moved to water 30 to 50 feet in depth
and fished on the bottom.

These nets are moved toward shore

in the fall and fished in water 5 to 20 feet in depth.

Trap

nets (Figure 8) are fished close to shore and near the mouth

18
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of the Musselshell River In early spring.
The trap nets have a 10-foot square frame with a 100foot leader and 150-foot wing guides.

One large trap net

has a 20 X 40 foot frame with a lifting crib.
also fished with leader and vrings.
with 3-inch square mesh.

This net is

The frames are covered

The trammel nets are 300 feet in

length, 10 feet in depth, and have a 3^-inch square mesh.
The outside panels of the trammel nets are made of nylon.
The gill nets are 300 feet long, 10 feet deep, and have 3 i inch to Jj— inch square mesh.
During normal operations, all damage done to the nets
while fishing is repaired between sets.

Gill and trammel

nets are rehung and may be treated with a commercial net
preservative during the winter months.

Trap nets may last

from 3 to 5 years, depending on usage.
The cost of nets varies with quality and type of net
purchased.

Good quality gill nets cost $60 to $75 each.

Trammel nets cost from $75 to $135*

The trap nets used by

this fishery are built by the fishermen; the netting for
these traps costs about $75 per trap.
The species of fish taken are big and smallmouth buf
falo, catfish, drum, carp, and carp sucker.

No distinction

is made between large and smallmouth buffalo for marketing.
Table 3 gives the catch in 1966.
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TABLE 3»— Species and pounds of fish removed from Fort Peck
Reservoir in 1966 as reported by Montana Department of Fish
and Game
Pounds

Species
Big and smallmouth buffalo

157.092

Catfish

10,965

Drum

1,325

Carp

3,100

Carpsucker

12,800

A small number of game fish— sauger, trout, and north
ern pike— are taken; about 75 per cent of these are returned
to the reservoir alive and in good condition.

All game fish

found dead are taken to shore and burled.
All boats used in this fishery were built by the fisher
men.

Five boats are used to set nets and return the catch.

One large pickup boat is used to collect the catch from the
smaller boats and bring it to a pickup point on shore when
fishing a considerable distance from the processing point.
The fishing boats are 16 feet long,

feet wide with

a depth of 2 feet and weigh about 200 pounds.

These flat-

bottomed boats have a capacity of about 1200 pounds and are
powered by 18 horsepower outboard motors.
The pickup boat was constructed by the fishermen at a
cost of .
,
|150 to $200 for material.

8 feet wide with a 3 i foot depth.

This boat is 28 feet long,
It Is powered by a 100

horsepower outboard motor and has a load capacity of 6,000
pounds.

Also used for the transportation of fish are five

21

pickup trucks, one 2-ton truck and one 2^-ton truck.
The season of fishing is limited only by weather as the
current contract (Appendix I) permits fishing from January 1
to December 31•

The best or peak season is during the early

spring when fish are spawning— usually the later part of
April and the first part of May.
An accurate estimate of the catch per unit of effort
is difficult to obtain because the fishermen do not keep
suitable records.

The Information had to be obtained from

the memory of the fishermen and by observation during the
survey.

During August the catch per unit of effort of the

300-foot trammel net averaged about 50 pounds per lift once
a day.

According to the fishermen on the reservoir, an over

all average would be about 50 to 60 pounds per unit of effort
during the entire season.

The maximum catch per unit of

effort during the peak season may run in excess of 1,000
pounds, and the minimum catch per unit of effort could be
as low as 15 pounds.
The license or contract requirements are listed in the
contract.

A bond of $1,000 must be posted by the contractor

with the Montana Fish and Game Department for the privilege
of fishing the Fort Feck Reservoir.

The contractor must

also pay the state of Montana for fish sold:

$2.00 per ton

for carp white carp, and sucker; $5»00 per ton for buffalo;
and 5 per cent on the total sales on catfish, goldeye, perch,
and other fish.

The state tax on all fish sold from January

1 to December 31. 1966, was $641-39.
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The habitat in which the fish are pursued depends upon
the season of the year.

In the spring fish are found in the

mouths of streams and rivers.

Later in the spring they move

quite close to shore in water ranging in depths from 1 5 to
20 feet.

During summer and fall the fish are found near the

bottom in depths of 30 to 60 feet.

The currents and move

ments of water increase or decrease as depth is controlled
by the Army Corps of Engineers at the dam site.

The fluctu

ation in currents and depths is gradual and does not have a
marked effect on the fishing operations.
Nets are tended daily— weather permitting.

During the

fishing season, wind is a prime factor and often determines
whether the fishermen will be able to raise their nets.
The Brusett Fishery is a family operation.

The father

is the contractor and manager; the sons do the fishing and
trucking of fish to market.

Five sons are fishermen, and

each has his own boat and gear.

The father pays the fisher

men $.30 per salable fish— regardless of species.

One son

trucks the fish to market and receives a salary comparable
to that of the fishermen. The salaries are based on the
number of fish taken but average #250 to #300 per month.
According to the fishery manager, the overall operational
cost is $30,000 per year.

This includes wages, equipment,

electricity, gas, insurance, and other costs.
The preparation of fish for market is done at the fish
ery processing plant by the fishermen.

The buffalo fish are

fleeced— that is, the scales are removed by hand with a large
knife— then the viscera and heads are removed.

Catfish have
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heads and viscera removed.

Drum and carpsucker (white carp)

have only viscera removed.

All yellow carp are sold in the

round.

After processing, fish are packed in boxes with ice

and stored.

The storage facility is one insulated room approxi

mately 10 X l k feet.

One large ice machine makes enough ice

to store and transport the fish.
The primary market for this fishery is in the Oakland
Bay area of California.

No fish are sold locally.

The

fishery owns a 2^-ton insulated van that trucks the fish
to California.

The prices received for the fish delivered

to California are shown in Table k *
TABLE — Species of fish sold and price per pound delivered
to California from Fort Peck Fishery in 1966 (Brusett Fishery
Manager, Personal Interview)
Species

Price

Large and smallmouth buffalo

#•30

Yellow carp

.10

Carpsucker (White carp)

.10

Catfish

•50

Drum

•35

The records of fish taken and sold from the waters of
Fort Peck Reservoir are kept by the contractor.

The contractor

sends a report to the Montana Fish and Game Department of his
activities.

The Montana Fish and Game Department keeps a

record of the species removed and the number of pounds of
each species for which payment is due to the state.

The current difficulties encountered by the Brusett
Fishery are: Very poor access roads make travel Impossible
during inclement weather? the tremendous amount of debris on
the reservoir bottom makes seining for fish impossible; and
the contractor feels that the Interstate Commerce Commission
puts an extreme amount of regulations on the transportation
of fish.
There has been no noticeable indication in the depletion
of fish in the Fort Peck Reservoir; however, the fishermen feel
that at present the fish are more difficult to catch than at
the beginning of the fishery in 19^2.

GARRISON RESERVO IR

The Garrison Reservoir, largest of the Missouri Basin
Reservoirs, Impounds the runoff from 1 80,940 square miles of
the Missouri River Basin creating a huge man-made lake 178
miles long.

The reservoir will store 24,500,000 acre feet

(7,985 billion gallons) of water when full to capacity.

It

is more than 14 miles across at some points and 180 feet deep
along the former river channel upstream from the dam (Figure 5)•
NEWTOWN FISHERY
The Newtown Fishery operates in the central portion of
the reservoir near Newtown, North Dakota (Figure 5)•

The

fishing is primarily for carp, which are later smoked and
distributed for sale.
The method of fishing used by this fishery is seining.
The seine is loaded on a barge with one end of the seine
anchored to the shore.

The barge then distributes the net

to enclose the area to be fished— bringing the loose end of
the net back to shore (Figure 12).

After the area to be

seined has been enclosed by the net, the net is pulled to
shore using a truck-mounted winch.

As the net is pulled to

shore, it is stretched for drying in such a manner that it
is ready for reloading on the barge.

As the net is pulled,

the fish work their way to the center of the net and into
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the pocket*

When the fish have entered the pocket, the net

is pulled to shore as rapidly as possible*

The fish are then

taken from the net, loaded into a truck containing ice, and
transported to the plant for processing.
This fishery has two seines.

One seine has a length

of 4,000 feet and a depth of 27 feet with a center pocket.
The net mesh is one inch square.

This net is used in wide

open areas with a minimum amount of bottom debris to interfere
with the dragging procedure.
The second net is smaller having a length of 900 feet
and a depth of 15 feet with one inch square mesh and a center
pocket.

This net is used for small bays and inlets not

accessable to the large seine.

Both nets are fished with

float lines and a leadline from deeper to shallow water.
The seine normally requires some mending after each haul
because of the debris on the reservoir bottom.

A commercial

net set treatment is used at least once a year— usually during
the winter when the gear is prepared for the coming season.
The durability of a good seine depends primarily on the
area being fished but should last for five to ten years with
normal maintenance.

The cost of a good quality seine ready

to fish is approximately a dollar per running foot— depending
upon the depth of the net.

The 4,000-foot net this fishery

used cost $4,000 and the 900-foot seine about $ 700 .
The commercial species caught by this fishery were
carp and buffalo (Table 5).
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TABLE 5*— Species and pounds of fish removed from Garrison
Reservoir by the Newtown Fishery in 1966 as reported by the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department
Founds

Species
Carp

35.200

Buffalo

26,00

Game fish caught are walleye, sauger, and northern pike.
Five to ten game fish are taken on the average with each pull
of the large net.

Nearly all of the game fish are returned

to the water (approximately 80 per cent) in good condition.
The game fish that die are processed and turned over to a
needy institution for use.

The home for the aged in Newtown

is the recipient of most of these fish.
Only one boat is used by this fishery.

It is 16 feet

long and is powered by a 50 horsepower outboard motor.

The

barge used for transporting and distributing the net is 15 X

20 feet and is powered by a 35 horsepower outboard motor; how
ever, at the time of this survey, an order had been placed with
a manufacturing firm in Wisconsin for two large pontoon boats
especially designed for the fishery operation.
The contract between the Newtown Fishery operator and
the North Dakota Game and Fish Department (Appendix II) speci
fies no closed season; however, the severe winter weather makes
fishing impractical from December through March.

The best

fishing is in the spring and fall when fish are near shore.
The catch per unit of effort is highly variable.
tons per haul is considered a large catch.

Five

At times hardly
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any fish are caught in the net due to tearing or lifting of
the net by the reservoir debris or because the fish are not
accessible at the time.

The average catch is 1 to 2 tons per

pull of the Jj-.OOO by 27-foot seine.
Much of the fishing is done in bays and inlets that can
be fished with the k , 000-foot seine.

The bottoms of these

bays are quite smooth and consist of sand or mud.

There can

be very little debris or obstruction in the seining areas.
The fishing depth varies from the maximum seine depth of 27
feet to the shore.

When the reservoir is low enough the fish

ermen are able to locate suitable fishing sites that are clear
of debris or can be cleared for future fishing.
Fishing is a daily operation, but usually only one pull
of the net is made within a 2 k hour period.

However, an aver

age of one day per week of fishing time is lost because of the
need for major repairs on a badly torn net.
The fishery is divided into three separate operations:
fishing, processing, and selling.

The fishing crew consists

of the head fisherman and five fishing crew members.

The

processing operation is controlled by the plant operator and
three processing and packaging people.

The sale of products

is the responsibility of two salesmen who travel and sell the
fish to various markets.
complete operation.

The general manager oversees the

Salaries of the general manager, chief

fisherman, plant operator and salesmen— all of whom share in
the ownership— are determined by fish sales.

The employees

are paid $ 1 . 2 5 to $ 1.5 0 per hour, depending on experience.
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The Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, located near Newtown,
provides much of the labor.
The carp are prepared for market by cutting the heads
and tails from the fish, splitting the fish lengthwise through
the backbone, removing the viscera, and cutting each fish into
1 to

pound pieces.

These pieces are placed in a saltwater

brine for 8 to 10 hours.

Then the fish are taken from the

brine, put on racks, and allowed to drain.

After the drain

ing period, the fish are put into the smoke house and smoked
at a high enough temperature to thoroughly cook the fish.
The fish are then removed and cooled; each piece is weighed,
packaged, and marked according to weight and price for deliv
ery.
Storage facilities consist of a small cooler for hold
ing fish ready to be shipped.

One ice machine produces all

the ice needed in transportation of the fish from the reser
voir to the plant.
The average cost of operation is #*31 per pound of smoked
fish processed.

All smoked carp processed in this fishery is

marketed in North Dakota and sells for about $.4-9 per pound in
the local stores.

Plans are being made to sell smoked carp in

neighboring states and Canada in the near future.

Some buffalo

and unsmoked carp are sold to commercial fish buyers who truck
them to Chicago where they are sold at the market price (Table
6).
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TABLE 6 .— Species of fish sold and price per pound for the
Newtown Fishery in 1966 as reported by the North Dakota Game
and Fish Department
Price

Species
Carp

$.034

.10

Buffalo

The Newtown Fishery keeps a record of the fish sold and
sends a report of sale to the North Dakota Game and Fish Depart
ment.

The Fisheries Division of the North Dakota Game and Fish

Department compile a consolidated list of all fish removed
from the Garrison Reservoir and the amount of money the state
receives for the removal of these fish under contract agreement
(Table 7) •
TABLE
Summary of the commercial fish sales during the cal
endar year of 1966 from the Garrison Reservoir as reported by
the North Dakota Game and Fish Department
Area
Garrison

TOTALS

Poundage

Sale
Price

State
Percentage

Carp

75A75

$2,037.50

$101.87

Buffalo

77.057

6,814.28

681.42

Paddlefish

10.775

1.535*46

153.55

163,307

110,387.24

#936.84

Species
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PARSHALL FISHERY
The Parshall Fishery is located at Parshall, North
Dakota.

The fishing area is that portion of the Garrison

Reservoir west and southwest of Parshall— a distance of 5
to 20 miles (Figure 5)•
This fishery seeks primarily big and smallmouth buf
falo and uses a seine (Figure 12) set from a barge.

Two port

able winches powered by a small gasoline engine then pull the
net toward shore.

As the net is pulled, the fish are forced

into the central pocket and rapidly drawn to shore.

The

fish are then transferred to a trailer tank partially filled
with water for live transportation to the processing plant.
The seine used in this operation is 3,000 feet long,
27 feet deep, and has a 3-inch square mesh.

The winches used

to pull the seine to shore have a 5 to 1 ratio with a gasoline
motor.

A small pump with a gasoline engine is used to pump

water into a wooden tank trailer 10 feet long, ^ feet high,
and 5 feet wide.

A 3/^-ton pickup truck is used to haul gear

and pull the tank trailer.
All gear is maintained during normal operations.

Dur

ing the winter the seine is treated with a commercial net pre
servative; all equipment is serviced and repaired or replaced
during the winter.
The durability or replacement rate of all equipment
depends on the use and conditions of fishing.

This fishery

plans to use their seine 3 to 5 years before complete
replacement will be necessary.

The replacement of a good
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seine of the quality now in use would cost approximately
$3,500.

The winches cost $?5 each, and the tank trailer

was built at a cost of about $1 2 5 *
The species of fish caught for commercial use in this
fishery are carp, buffalo, and paddlefish (Table 8 ).
TABLE 8 .— Species and pounds of fish removed from the Garrison
Reservoir by the Parshall Fishery in 1966 as reported by the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department
Pounds

Species
Carp

3^,A80

Buffalo

51.057

Paddlefish

10,775

Approximately 8 to 12 walleye, northern pike, and
sauger were taken per haul.

About 75 per cent of these game

fish were alive and returned to the water in good condition.
The game fish that were not returned to the water were given
to the home for the aged in Parshall with the permission of
the Game and Fish Department.
A barge ^5 X AO feet powered by two 35 horsepower
outboard engines is used to move and distribute the net.
This is the only craft used by this fishery.
There is no closed fishing season required by law
(Appendix II).

The weather during the winter, however, is

too severe to make fishing through the ice practical.

The

fishing generally comes to a halt when the ice forms on
the reservoir in December, and it resumes in the early spring,
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usually In April.

The peak season of fishing is during the

spring when fish move near the shore to spawn and again in
the fall when fish seem to be active near the shore.
The catch per unit of effort is highly variable:
ing from 0 to as much as 22 tons per pull.

rang

The average catch

is 1,000 to 2,000 pounds per pull of the 3 »000-foot seine.
The fish are pursued in the small bays and inlets of
the Garrison Reservoir.

The fishing depth ranges from 27 feet,

the depth of the seine, to the shore.

In an area chosen for

fishing, the fish can be observed and the bottom should be
free of debris.
Gear is fished daily if the weather is favorable.
wind sometimes prohibits going out to fish.

The

Usually only one

pull of the seine is made per day.
The fishing crew is made up of six men.

One man is

the head fisherman and responsible for all fishing operations.
There are a processing plant manager and two helpers.

The

chief fisherman receives $75 per weekj the salary for the
fishermen helpers is $50 per week; the plant manager is paid

$65 a week; the plant helpers receive $ 1 . 2 5 per hour.
The operational cost of the fishery is about $20,000
per year.

This includes labor, equipment, electricity,

gasoline, insurance, and incidentals.
The preparation of fish for market includes sorting
the fish according to species and removing the viscera from
buffalo, drum, and paddlefish.
head, tail, and fins removed.

The paddlefish also have the
The buffalo are graded accord

3^

The buffalo weighing over 8 pounds are called

ing to weight.

jumbo buffalo on the market} those under 8 pounds are called
number ones.

All buffalo are washed in a commercial preserv

ative to prevent deterioration of the gills during storage
and shipping.
The storage facilities consist of one cooler 20 X 30
feet.

Fish are put into boxes and packed with ice to await

shipment.
All fish are purchased by a commercial buyer from
Memphis, Tennessee.
listed in Table 9»

The prices paid to the fishery are
These buyers sell the fish on the com

mercial markets in St. Louis, Missouri; Chicago, Illinois;
Memphis, Tennessee; and Spirit Lake, Iowa.
TABLE 9»— Species sold and price per pound received by the Parshall Fishery in 1966 (Fishery Manager, Personal Interview)
Species

Price

$.10

Buffalo (Jumbo)
Buffalo (Number one)

.08

Carp

.02

Paddlefish

•15

The records kept by the fishery Include only receipts
for the fish shipped.

A fish sales report form is used by

the North Dakota Game and Fish Department and must be filled
out and checked by a state fishing supervisor.

One copy is

sent to the Game and Fish Department, one copy goes with the
fish, and one copy is retained by the contractor.
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The North Dakota Game and Fish Department keeps an
accurate record of all fish sold from the waters of North
Dakota.
The primary difficulties encountered by this fishery
are labor problems.

The fishery cannot afford to pay a high

enough wage to get good reliable help.

There is a large

change-over of personnel (Most of which, with the exception
of the head fisherman, are from the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation near Parshall).
time.

The wind causes loss of fishing

Debris on the reservoir bottom makes fishing impos

sible in many areas and causes considerable damage to the
nets.
There has been no indication of depletion of fish.
The supply of fish is plentiful, but not many areas are free
from debris; therefore, they cannot be fished without damage
to the seine.

OAHE RESERVOIR
The Oahe Reservoir provides benefits in flood control,
power, and recreation.

Work on the project began in 19*4-8 and

10 years later on August 3» 1958, the river was diverted
through the outlet works.

The dam reached full height on

October 30, 1959*
The reservoir now contains approximately 1*1-,700,000
acre feet of water, and on January 1, 1966 , its water sur
face elevation was 1591*00 Mean Sea Level— about 29 feet
below the maximum operating level.

The maximum pool eleva

tion achieved at Oahe to date occurred on December 26, 1965*
when an elevation of 1591*58 was reached.
age is about 2^ million acre feet.

The maximum stor

Normal operation is

expected between 1607 .OO and 1 6 1 7 .OO elevation (Figure 6).
MOBRIDGE FISHERY
Commercial fishing on Oahe Reservoir was initiated on
July 7. 196*4-, following the completion of the Bluff City
Fish Company’s plant at Mobridge, South Dakota.

The contract

for removal of commercial fish species issued by the South
Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks Department is similar to the
one under which the same company has fished Fort Randall Reser
voir since 1959 (Appendix III).

A contract was also issued by

the North Dakota Game and Fish Department for the portion of
36
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Oahe Reservoir located in North Dakota (Appendix II).

The

fishery built a 50 X 75 foot building which includes storage
as well as processing facilities.
The area fished is that portion of Oahe Reservoir from
Nobridge north to the vicinity of Fort Yates, North Dakota—
a distance of some ^0 miles (Figure 6 ).
Gill nets and hoop nets (Figure 11) are the principal
methods of fishing.

The gill nets are 300 feet long, 10 feet

deep and are hobbled to about 7 feet in depth.

Most of the

gill nets used have a mesh size of U square Inches.

Hoop

nets with diameters from 5 to 7 feet, a 3 -inch square mesh,
and leads 100 feet long are used.

All gear is usually fished

near shore in waters less than 20 feet deep.

Other equipment

used include trucks with four-wheel-drive to get into and out
of remote fishing areas.
All gear is maintained during operation.
tarred once a year.

Gill nets are

During the winter months all gear is checked,

repaired, and readied for fishing in the spring.

Most gill

nets last only one season, then are thrown away and replaced.
Sometimes the gill nets are rehung with new netting— depending
on the condition of the net.

The cost of a good gill net (300

feet long and 10 feet deep) is about $100.
from 3 to 5 years.

The hoop nets last

These may be repaired by putting in new

hoops or replacing netting that cannot be mended.

The cost of

a good hoop net with 7 -foot hoops, nylon net, and a 100 -foot
lead is about $ 1 5 0 .00.
The Mobridge Fishery seeks buffalo primarily; the catch
of other species is incidental (Table 10).

The game fish caught
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are northern pike, paddlefish, and sauger.

These are caught

In small numbers and at least 75 per cent are returned to the
water unharmed*

Game fish that are accidently killed are pro

cessed and sold as directed in the contract (Appendixes II and
III).
TABLE 10.— Species and number of pounds taken by the Mobridge
Fishery in 1966 as reported by the South Dakota Department of
Game, Fish, & Parks and the North Dakota Game & Fish Department
Founds

Species
Buffalo (Big and smallmouth)

371.581

Catfish

4.761

Drum (Sheepshead)

6,276

Carpsucker

26,572

Goldeye

42,893

Carp

60,699

The boats used by this fishery are of the square front,
John boat type.

The boats are alluminum, 16 feet long, 5 feet

wide with a carrying capacity of about 1,200 pounds.

They are

powered by 40 horsepower outboard motors.
The contract permits fishing during the entire year;
however, for the most part, commercial fishing usually stops
in December and begins in April because of the severe winter
weather.
cess.

V/inter fishing has been tried but without much suc

Peak catches are in the spring and fall.
The catch per unit of effort averages about 60 pounds

per lift of 300 yards of gill net and about 55 pounds per
lift of one trap net.
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The fish are pursued in shallow water from 5 to 20 feet
in depth near the shore.

Fishing operations are hazardous

because of the many trees and great amount of debris still
remaining in this relatively new impoundment.
The frequency of tending nets is once a day; however,
there are times during the fishing season when the wind keeps
the fishermen from running their nets.
The fishery personnel consists of one contractor, three
fishermen and three fishermen's helpers.

The contractor man

ages the fishery and buys the fish from the fishermen.

He

provides the fishermen with ice and processing facilities.
The fishermen take their salaries according to the amount of
fish they sell.

The fishermen's helpers are paid a flat rate

of $ 1 . 2 5 per hour or they may share in a percentage of the
catch.

The helpers wages are paid by the fishermen.
The operation of the processing plant costs about

$3,000 per year.

This includes electricity, water, insurance,

maintenance, and other incidentals.
paid by the contractor.

The cost of operation is

The plant is the property of the com

pany that buys the fish and is managed by the contractor.
Preparation of the fish for market is done at the pro
cessing plant by the fishermen and their helpers.

The fish

are brought to the plant at Mobridge from the fishing areas
by truck where they are sorted according to species.

The

viscera is removed, and the fish are washed and rinsed in a
preservative solution to prevent deterioration of the gills
during storage and shipment.

The buffalo are graded by weight*

According to reports from this fishery, Jumbo buffalo are 6

pounds and over; buffalo under 6 pounds are called number ones.
Medium buffalo are under 3 pounds.
are sold in the round.

Carp are not dressed and

The fish are packed In boxes with ice

and placed in a cold storage room in the plant.
Fish are picked up at the plant by wholesalers and
moved by truck to markets in Chicago, Illinois; Memphis,
Tennessee; and Spirit Lake, Iowa.
the fish is sold locally.

Less than 1 per cent of

The species that are marketed

locally are sold for $.20 per pound.
The fishermen sell their fish to the contractor upon
landing.

The contractor sells his fish to a wholesaler before

shipping (Table 11).
TABLE 11.— Fish sold and prices per pound for the Mobridge
Fishery in 1966 (Mobridge Fishery Manager, Personal Interview)
Species

Landing Price

Shipping Frice

$.07

$.11

Buffalo (Number one)

.05

.08

Buffalo (Medium)

•03

.05

Drum

.02

.05

Catfish

.14

.23

Carp

.02

.03

Buffalo (Jumbo)

Records of fish caught within the boundaries of each
state are kept by the fishery operator, and a report of the
fish sold is filed respectively with the South Dakota Depart
ment of Game, Fish, and Parks and with the North Dakota Game
and Fish Department (Tables 12 and 13)*

In addition, personnel

of the United States Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Reservoir
Research Station at Mobridge closely monitor the catches in
the course of their investigations.
TABLE 12.— Fish sold and payment to the state of South Dakota
by the Mobridge Fishery in 1966 as reported by South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
Pounds

Payment to
State

Buffalo

231,919

$1 ,159*60

Catfish

4,761

142.83

Species

Carp
Drum (Sheepshead)

28,712

mm

mm

mm

5.451

mm

mm

mm

Carpsucker

26,572

-

-

-

Goldeye

42,393

-

-

-

TOTALS

340,308

$1,302.43

TABLE 13*— Fish sold and payment to the state of North Dakota
by the Mobridge Fishery in 1966 as reported by the North Dakota
Game and Fish Department
Species
Buffalo

Pounds

Payment to
State

139,662

$1,316.49

31,897

39*38

825

2.48

162,474

$1,358*35

Carp
Drum (Sheepshead)
TOTALS

The Mobridge Fishery operates in the water of both
North Dakota and South Dakota.

The manager of the fishery

considers that his main problem stems from the differences
in the regulations governing commercial fishing between the
two states.

Each state has different regulations concerning

the type of gear used, the species which can be marketed, the
bonds which must be posted, the duration of the contracts, and
even the method of disposal of the game fish Inadvertently cap
tured.
The fishermen report no indication of the depletion of
fish from the waters of Oahe Reservoir.

FORT RANDALL RESERVOIR
While not as large as the huge upstream reservoirs
at Fort Peck, Garrison, and Oahe, Fort Randall's 6,100,000
acre feet of storage capacity definitely qualifies it as a
large reservoir*

The drainage area of the reservoir is

263,^80 square miles.

Its surface at maximum pool level is

102,000 acres, and it has a length of 10? miles.

The max

imum depth is 140 feet with 5^0 miles of shoreline at 1,35 0
elevation (Figure 7)•
CHAMBERLAIN FISHERY
The fishery based at Chamberlain, South Dakota, fishes
an area of the reservoir some 15 to 20 miles upstream from
the town (Figure 7)•
The methods of fishing are primarily the use of gill
nets, trammel nets, and hoop nets.

The gill nets and trammel

nets are fished on the bottom near the shore in waters from
5 to 20 feet in depth.

The hoop nets are fished in ^ to 8

feet of water with a 100 -foot lead net toward shore.
The gill and trammel nets are hobbled; that is, the
height of the net is reduced from 10 feet to 7 feet by tying
the float line and the lead line.

This increases the slack

in the net making it more effective for catching fish.

Those

nets are 300 feet long with a depth of 10 feet before hob
bling.

They are made of nylon with a 3a-inch square mesh.
^3

The hoop nets have a
and 2 throats.

to ^-foot diameter mouth with 7 hoops

These nets are 12 to

feet in length and

also have a 3^-inch square mesh.
Normal care and maintenance is required in keeping the
nets in good fishing condition.

All equipment is reconditioned

during the winter, and the worn out gear is replaced.

The

netting is treated once per year with a preservative.

Gill

and trammel nets last one season.

Hoop nets last 3 to 5 years.

The cost of replacements is approximately $^0 for hoop nets,

$60 for gill nets, and $75 Tor trammel nets.
The Chamberlain Fishery seeks primarily buffalo.

The

catch in 1966 is given in Table 1^-.
TABLE 1^.— Species and pounds of fish taken from Fort Randall
Reservoir by the Chamberlain Fishery in 1966 as reported by the
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
Species

Pounds

Buffalo

315.5^3

Catfish

^,527

TOTAL

320,070

Few game fish are taken by the Chamberlain commercial
fishermen.

These are, for the most part, northern pike,

walleye, sauger, crappie, and paddlefish.

About 95 per

cent of these fish are returned to the reservoir unharmed.
The game fish that die are processed and sold with all proceeds
going to the Fish and Game Department as required in the fish
ing contract (Appendix III).

The boats used by the fishermen are conventional
aluminum fishing boats (16 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 3^
inches deep with a pointedbow)•
horsepower outboard motors.

These are powered by

18-

One wooden square fronted John

boat was in use at the time of this survey.

This boat (16

feet long, 5 feet wide) had a 28-horsepower outboard motor.
Commercial fishing is permitted the year around tinder
the contract (Appendix III); however, the severe winter weather
and dangerous ice conditions limit the fishing to the months
between April and December.

The peak seasons for fishing are

the early spring while the fish are spawning (the last of
April and the first of May) and in the fall.
The catch per unit of effort fluctuates continually;
however, the catch for hoop nets may be a maximum of 250
pounds during the peak season to a minimum of 5 to 20 pounds
during the slow portion of the season.

The average catch per

unit of effort for the hoop nets used in this fishery is 55
pounds.

The gill nets have a maximum catch of 200 to 300

pounds and a minimum catch of 5 to 15 pounds.

The average

catch per unit of effort during the fishing season is 60
pounds per lift of a 300-foot gill net, 10 feet in depth
with a 3 ^-inch square mesh.
The contract cost and requirements are regulated by
the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks.

A

sample contract is contained in Appendix III.
The Chamberlain Fishery operates in an area of the
reservoir which was not cleared of trees and debris before
the land was flooded.

The trees are dead and standing in

water up to a depth of 20 feet or more*

Nets are set among

the trees and In open areas of water from 3 to 10 feet in
depth.

The original river channel is free of the trees, but

it is not often fished because of the depth.

Fish seem to

prefer the more shallow waters near shore during most of the
summer.
All gear is fished dally, weather permitting.

The fish

are usually removed from the nets early in the morning.

The

nets are then reset and often moved from time to time to keep
up the rate of catch.
The personnel operating this fishery consists of the
plant manager or contractor, three fishermen, and three fish
ermen's helpers.

The contractor is also engaged in fishing.

The contract holder is the only person authorized to
sell fish taken from the Fort Randall Reservoir.

All fisher

men must sell their fish to the contractor, and he in turn
sells them to the wholesaler who puts them on the retail mar
ket.
The wages of the contractor and fishermen are determined
by the amount of fish taken and sold.

The wages the fisher

men's helpers receive is $1 . 2 5 per hour.
The contractor provides ice for transportation, plant
facilities for processing the fish, and storage facilities for
holding the fish until transported to market.

The cost for

electricity, water. Insurance, general repair, and upkeep is
approximately $2,500 per year.

This does not include replace

ment of major items such as ice machines and cooler systems.
The preparation of fish for shipment consists of remov-
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ing the viscera, washing the fish in a preservative solution,
and packing 90 pounds of gutted fish in each box of ice.

The

buffalo fish are sorted according to size prior to packing.
Dressed buffalo weighing 6 pounds or over are called Jumbo
buffalo; the smaller ones are called number ones.
The packaged fish are stored in an insulated cooler and
kept at 32° F. prior to shipment.

The processing plant has a

large ice machine which makes all the ice required.
All fish are sold to the Bluff City Fish Company, owner
of the plant.

These fish are then shipped to markets in Chi

cago, Illinois; Memphis, Tennessee; and Spirit Lake, Iowa.
The price the fishermen receive from the contractor is
the landing price.

The price the wholesaler pays to the con

tractor is the shipping price (Table 15)•

The contractor pays

the state of South Dakota a percentage on the pounds of fish
sold (Table l6 ).
TABLE 15•--Species sold and price per pound at landing and
shipping for the Chamberlain Fishery in 1966 (Fort Randall
Fishery Manager, Personal Interview)
Species

Landing Price

Shipping Price

$.0?

$•12

Buffalo (Number one)

.0^

.07

Catfish

.12

•23

Buffalo (Jumbo)

^8

TABLE 16.— Species sold, poundage, and payment to state by the
Chamberlain Fishery in 1966 as reported by the South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks
Pounds

Payment to
State

Buffalo

315.5^3

$2,366.57

Catfish

^,527

135-81

320,070

$2,502.38

Species

TOTAL

A record of all fish sold commercially is kept by the
fishery in the form of shipping receipts.

The report of sale

of all fish is sent to the South Dakota Commission of Game,
Fish, and Parks.

A commercial fishery supervisor for the

state of South Dakota is present to check all fish landed
and shipped.

The state keeps a record of fish taken and the

revenue returned to the state.
The current difficulties encountered by the commercial
fishermen on the Fort Randall Reservoir include navigational
and fishing hazards due to the inundated trees in the fishing
area and the paddleflsh which are especially destructive to
gill nets, yet may not be sold legally.
The fishermen on this reservoir have not noticed any
depletion of the commercial species.

The catches have been

consistant since fishing began in 1959 *

DISCUSSION
Exploitation of the populations of the commercial fishes
from the mainstem reservoirs of the Upper Missouri River System
is just beginning.

The five small fisheries now in operation

seek large and smallmouth buffalo primarily, but other species
such as carp, catfish, carpsucker, and drum are taken in sig
nificant numbers.
The commercial harvests are infinitesimal considering
the total standing crops that are probably present (Table 17)*
The standing crops of commercial species in the Missouri reser
voirs are unknown, but they could range from as low as 100
pounds per acre to over 300 pounds per acre.

It is difficult

to see how this current low level of commercial fishing by
itself could have much effect on the populations of commercial
fishes in the reservoirs under stabilized conditions.

Some

effects on local fish populations are, of course, possible if
the fishing is concentrated in a limited area or if there are
special problems in reproduction.
TABLE 17»— Pounds per surface acre of commercial fish removed
from the mainstem reservoirs in 1966
Reservoir

Pounds
Per Acre

Fort Peck
Garrison
Gahe
Fort Randall

0.7
0.5
1.3
3-0

Surface Acres at
Maximum Pool
247*000
324,000
376,000

102,000
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At the present level of exploitation, It would seem that
any effects on commercial fish populations by the commercial
fishery trould be vastly out-weighed by the far reaching
effects of recent impoundment on the ecology of the fish
populations.

Some of the reservoirs are Just now in the

process of filling for the first time, and the unstable ecolog
ical conditions involved may presently be causing shifts in
the balance of fish populations.

For example, impoundment of

a river favors pelagic spawners over stream spawners.

Shifts

in population balances, whatever the cause, might affect the
future development of commercial fishes and should be antici
pated.

It would seem especially important to study and evalu

ate the shifts in population balances as the reservoir habi
tats stabilize and the commercial fisheries develop.
The states regulate commercial fishing within their
respective boundaries by contracts with the fishermen.

The

contractual agreements between the states and fishermen are
each separate and individual; however, they all tend to include
the following general provisions;
(1) A bond is required.
(2) Upper and lower limits on the harvest may be
specified.
(3) Type of gear is specified.
(if-) Fishing operations are supervised by state personnel.
(5) Game fish taken must be handled according to state
requirements.
(6) States receive a percentage fee for fish marketed.
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Although the regulations of the states are generally similar,
they often differ in detail.

The operator who fishes Oahe in

both North Dakota and South Dakota reports that differences in
regulations between the two states are a restriction to him.
No attempt to evaluate the differences in the regulations
can be made here.

In view of the apparent low level of com

mercial exploitation, standardization of regulations might be
considered in order to assist the expansion of the new industry.
The Brusett Fishery in Montana is a successful, small
family operation that began on Fort Peck Reservoir in 1962.
By building its own processing plant, storage facilities,
and boats and by trucking their own fish to markets in Cal
ifornia, the fishery has been able to keep its overhead
expenses at a minimum.

The method of fishing is primarily

by gill and trammel nets.

The Brusett Fishery is relatively

self-sufficient in that it is home owned, does its own fish
ing, processing, and delivering to the retail markets.
The Newtown Fishery in North Dakota is a new fishery
that obtained a contract to fish the Garrison Reservoir.
fish sought is primarily carp.

The

A building was remodeled into

a processing, smoking, packaging, and storage facility.

A

market for smoked carp is being developed throughout the state
of North Dakota, and plans are to distribute the product in
neighboring states and Canada.
seine.

The method of fishing is by

A general lack of experience in fishing, a shortage

of good seining areas, and the large overhead costs put this
fishery at a disadvantage.

However, if the harvest of fish
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could be Increased, the efficiency Improved, and a dependable
market for smoked carp developed, this fishery could be a
success*
The Parshall Fishery at Parshall, North Dakota, has
a contract for fish removal on the Garrison Reservoir also.
All fishing is by seine, and the catch is sold to a commercial
fish buyer.

A general lack of experienced personnel and the

debris on the reservoir bottom prevented the taking of large
numbers of fish.

The cost of operation was greater than the

value of fish sold.
The Bluff City Fishing Company built a plant at Mobridge,
South Dakota in 196 ^.

The plant manager has a contract for

the removal of fish from the Cahe Reservoir in North and South
Dakota; he provides ice, processing, and storage facilities for
the independent fishermen.

All fish caught by the independent

fishermen are sold to the contractor who, in turn, sells them
to the Bluff City Fishing Company.

This fishery seeks pri

marily buffalo and uses gill and hoop nets.

The highly qual

ified contractor has a great deal of experience and operates
this fishery effeciently and successfully.
The fishery at Chamberlain, South Dakota, began operation
in 1959*

This fishery operates similar to the fishery at

Mobridge since the Bluff City Fishing Company owns both plants.
The plant manager has a contract to fish the Fort Randall
Reservoir.

Independent fishermen fish the reservoir under

the contract provisions and use the facilities of the process
ing plant.

The fish are sold to the contractor who, in turn,
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sells them to the Bluff City Fish Company.

The fishery seeks

primarily buffalo through the use of hoop and gill nets.

This

fishery is quite successful.
The gill, trammel, and hoop nets used by the commercial
fishermen in the reservoirs appear to be economical, convenient,
effective, and versatile.

Even when as many as 10 to 15 pieces

of gear are fished, the initial capital Investment is low.

The

individual fisherman can equip himself with a truck, trailer,
boat and motor, safety devices, and an adequate supply of gill
nets, hoop nets, rope, and anchors for about $6,000.

Fisher

men equipped as above are highly mobile and can move the fish
ing operation for relatively long distances if necessary.
Another advantage of gill and hoop nets is that they can be
fished at any depth.

The small boats used with this gear,

however, can not operate during strong winds, nor can they
travel long distances over the water.
The use of seines is extremely difficult because the
trees and brush are not cleared from the reservoir bottom
except in a few areas where recreational use was expected
to be heavy.

Much of the inundated bottom lands and prairie

is dotted with fence posts, barbed wire, brush, and large
cottom-rood trees.

Seines also require large crews and are

vulnerable to bad weather.
New methods of fishing would be of particular help in
2 of the 5 fisheries visited.

A definite need for further

research in catching fish in greater numbers is needed.
This would require experimental use of known gear and the
development of new gear especially designed for these reser-
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voirs.

The tremendous distance that fish have to be moved

results in a low price paid for the fish at the reservoirs.
The Department of Interior is now in the process of acceler
ating its fish protein concentrate program (FPC).

Through

research, the development of an FPC plant near the Missouri
River Reservoirs could assure a sound stable market.

This

would encourage the growth of profitable commercial fishing.
At the present time it appears that the costs involved
in getting the fish to market and, to a lesser extent, the
costs and difficulties involved in catching the fish restrict
the development of commercial fishing in the Missouri Reser
voirs rather than any limit of abundance of the commercial
species or any other biological factor.
Additional research is needed on reproduction, growth,
year classes, strength, and relative abundance of fish pop
ulations.

This is especially needed on the Fort Peck, Gar

rison, and Fort Randall Reservoirs.

The Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries has a research Investigation station at Mobridge
that is currently working on the Oahe Reservoir.
I would strongly recommend a survey every three years
of the commercial fisheries on the upper mainstem reservoirs
of the Missouri River Basin.

Comprehensive surveys of the

commercial fisheries would serve as convenient references
in monitoring changes in the overall biology and abundance
of the fish populations in relation to the development of
the commercial fisheries.

Such surveys would assist in

discovering problems as they arise and serve as guides for
more detailed and specific research that might be required.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) The commercial fisheries on the malnstem reservoirs
of the Missouri are in their Infancy.

No evidence of depletion

was found, and the rate of exploitation is but a small fraction
of what might be sustained by the commercial fish population.
(2) The commercial fishing could be greatly expanded
without any adverse effect on commercial fish populations.
(3) The population of sport fishes might be benefited
by increased harvest of commercial fishes.
(k)

There is a need for development of new fishery

products and an expansion of the market for existing products.
(5) The introduction of new methods and improvement of
commercial fishing gear might accelerate the expansion of com
mercial fishing in the reservoirs.
(6) A study of the feasibility of standardization of
the regulations and the relaxation of the restrictions on
commercial fishing should be made.
(7) There is a general need for aquatic research of all
kinds on the new reservoirs.

The paucity of basic scientific

information on the reservoirs is a handicap in the management
of the developing aquatic resources.
(8) A comprehensive survey of the commercial fisheries
on the reservoirs should be made periodically.

Such surveys

would assist in detecting changes in fish populations and
would point out needs for specific detailed investigations.
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STATE OF MONTANA
FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
Helena, Montana
C O N T R A C T
FOR THE COMMERCIAL REMOVAL OF NON-GAME FISH
FROM THE WATERS OF MONTANA
Location
‘
This agreement, made this _____ day of ________.19
by and between the State of Montana Fish and Game Commission,
by and through its State Fish and Game Director, herein desig
nated as the Director, and

of

_________________________ herein designated as the contractor,
witnesseth:
1. The contractor shall be permitted to remove fish of
the following species:

from the following waters:
During the period from

.19___, to_____________ ,

19___* inclusive, under the terms hereinafter provided.
2. The contractor shall, in the taking and removal of the
fish listed in Paragraph 1, use the following equipment:_____

Said equipment shall be maintained in serviceable condition
and shall be used in accordance with all state laws and the
rules and regulations of the Montana Fish and Game Commission.
3* The Director may direct or permit the Contractor to
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discontinue or curtail his fishing operations temporarily or
permanently whenever the Director shall find that the contin
uance thereof is inexpedient or Inadvisable in view of the pur
poses of the laws and regulations applicable thereto.
4. All species of fish not listed in Paragraph 1 of this
agreement shall be returned alive and unharmed to the waters
from which they came.

The Contractor shall use all possible

care and diligence in complying with this provision and evi
dence of negligence, such as the finding of dead and injured
game fish resulting from the Contractor’s operations, shall
be considered a violation of this agreement.

The Director may,

in his discretion, relieve the Contractor from the consequence
of such violation if such violation was unavoidable and was not
caused by fault or negligence on the part of the Contractor.
Unmarketable fish of the species of fish listed in Paragraph

1 , shall not be returned to the water alive, but shall be buried
or shall be so cut as to sink to the depths when disposed of in
deeper waters.
5* All fishing operations of the contractor shall be
subject to supervision by the Director or his authorized repre
sentatives.

The Contractor shall keep written records in the

English language of all his operations and transactions relat
ing to taking, keeping, sale of, or other disposal of fish;
and of the receipts, disbursements, and expenses incurred in
connection therewith, which records shall be open at all times
for inspection by the Director or by his authorized represent
atives.

The Contractor shall make his reports to the Director
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on such forms as the Director shall prescribe and require.
(6 ) In the event of any default by the Contractor in the
performance of this agreement, the Director may, in his discre
tion, declare this agreement cancelled and terminated without
prejudice to any right of the state to damages caused by such
default; or the Director may do, or cause to be done, anything
which the Contractor has failed to do as required by the pro
visions of this agreement.
(7) The Contractor understands and agrees that the Mon
tana Fish and Game Commission, acting for the Montana Fish and
Game Department, shall not be subject to the payment of damages,
nor will it assume any liability arising from commercial fish
ing operations under the terms of this agreement.
(8 ) Under the terms of this agreement the Contractor
shall be allowed to take and to sell the species of fish listed
in Paragraph 1 .

Payment to the Montana Fish and Game Depart

ment shall be # 2.00 per ton for carp, white carp, and sucker;
# 5*00 per ton for buffalo, and

on catfish, goldeye, perch,

and others, less transportation costs to market.

Remittance

shall be made to the Montana Fish and Game Department within
thirty (30 ) days after receipt of payment by the contractor
for any fish taken under this agreement.
9* The Contractor shall give a bond to the Montana Fish
and Game Department in favor of the State of Montana in the sum
of one thousand dollars (#1 ,000) with coporate surety, condi
tioned on the faithful carrying out of the provision of this
agreement to be by him performed.

Upon any default or non

performance of the terms of this agreement by said Contractor,
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except wherein the Director has waived in writing such default
or breach of agreement, the amount for which said bond is given
shall become due and payable to the Montana Fish and Game Depart
ment.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this
agreement this ___________day of ___________, 19 _____ •
Witness

Montana Fish and Game Commission

Witness

by
State Fish and Game Director

Chief of Fisheries Management

Contractor

Chief Fisheries Biologist

Contractor
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NORTH DAKOTA STATE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT
Bismarck, North Dakota
PROPOSAL FOR R EHOVAL OF ROUGH FISH
This proposal made pursuant to request for bids, to the
State of North Dakota, acting by and through the Commissioner
of the State Game and Fish Department, herein called "Commis
sioner" by
whose address is_____________________________________________
herein called "contractor", as follows but subject to accept
ance hereof by the Commissioner:
(1)
Contractor agrees to conduct in a good workmanlike
manner, rough fish removal operations from waters identified
as______________________in_______________ County, North Dakota
during the period from________________ to_____________by the
use of the following equipment, unless hereafter changed by
written agreement between the Commissioner and Contractor,
to-wit:
(2) Contractor agrees to comply with all laws and all law
ful rules and regulations applicable to his operations.
(3) Contractor agrees to return alive and unharmed to
waters from which they were taken immediately after each haul
all game fish and the following species:
(4) Contractor agrees that all rough fish taken shall be
disposed of either by sale at the highest market prices avail
able, or as may be otherwise required by the commissioner and
the costs incurred in taking or disposing of fish shall be
borne solely by the contractor.
(5) Contractor agrees to keep accurate written daily
records of all rough fish taken and the disposition thereof,
in such form and detail as may be required by the commissioner
sued copies of all such records shall be furnished daily to the
commissioner and all original records shall be kept available
for examination at any time by the commissioner or his agent.
(6 ) Contractor agrees that all fish taken shall be deemed
to be the property of the State of North Dakota until sold and
all proceeds of sale of any fish hereunder shall be deemed the
property of the State of North Dakota subject to the right of
the contractor to compensation as hereinafter provided.
(7) Contractor agrees that all operations by the con
tractor hereunder shall be subject to supervision by the Com
missioner or his agent to such extent as the commissioner deems
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necessary.
(8 ) Contractor agrees to perform all acts required here
under for
percent of the gross receipts from sale of
fish taken pursuant hereto, and such shall constitute contract
or’s sole compensation.
(9) Contractor agrees that he and his employees shall be
considered for no purposes whatever, as employees of the State
of North Dakota or the Commissioner.
(10) Contractor agrees that the Commissioner may cancel
agreement upon any default on the part of the contractor, with
out prejudicing the right of the Commissioner to recover for
all damage caused by such default.
(11) Contractor agrees that if the Commissioner accepts
this proposal within five days after the date set for opening
and reading bids, he will within 10 days of notice thereof,
furnish a good and sufficient corporate surety bond to the
State of North Dakota, conditioned upon the faithful perfor
mance of all terms and convenants hereof and compliance with
all laws, rules or regulations relating to the performance of
this public contract.
Executed by the Contractor at____________________on this
_______day of____________, 196 _____ •
Contractor
Witness as to Contractor's Signature:

SZ____________________
Title_________________
ACCEPTED BY THE NORTH DAKOTA GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT THIS
__________day of

. 196 ___.

Commissioner
Bond furnished and approved this__________day of

196___
Special Assistant Attorney General
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STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
DEPARTMENT OF GAME, FISH AND PARKS
CONTRACT FOR REMOVAL OF ROUGH FISH AND BULLHEADS
As provided under SDC 25»0^23 and 25»060?
This agreement made this ______day of___________, 19
.
by and between the State of South Dakota, acting by and through
the Game, Fish and Parks Commission, hereinafter referred to as
the Department, party of the first part, and __________________
hereinafter referred to as the Contractor, party of the second
part.
WITNESSETH: That the Department, for and in considera
tion of the monies paid and the covenants and agreements to
be performed by the Contract, at the time and in the manner
hereinafter set forth, does hereby lease, let and hire unto
the Contractor, and the Contractor agrees to conduct rough fish
removal operations for a period of about five years commencing
on the ___________day of_________,19___ , and terminating on the
_________day of ___________, 19 ___ , under the direction of the
Department as follows:
(1) Species and quantity to be removed: An unlimited
quantity of rough fish: Catfish over 18 ” total length dur
ing such periods and in amounts as specified by the Department:
Other species as specified by the Department in order to effect
a working relationship with other agencies involved.
(2) Equipment and man power to be used: Manpower shall
be sufficient to properly carry out the intents and purposes
of this contract. The contractor shall conduct his operation
in such a manner as to provide proper supervision of his employ
ees. Equipment shall Include gill nets of not less than 3^"
square mesh, and such entrapment devices as the Department
shall deem permissible.
(3) Waters and periods to be fished: Oahe Reservoir
excluding those areas where conflict with the activities of
sport fishermen and other recreationists is probable, and such
additional waters as may be mutually agreed upon between the
parties hereto, but only after the obligation of the Contractor
hereunder has been fulfilled and discharged. Agreement for
additional waters and any extension of time shall be in writ
ing, signed by the parties hereto, and attached to and become
a part of this contract, and be subject to all the terms and
conditions hereof with the same force and effect as though
originally a part thereof.
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FOREGOING, THE CONTRACTOR AGREES
TO AND WITH THE DEPARTMENT AS FOLLOWS:
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FIRST: To conduct the fish removal operations as specified
herein.
SECOND: That the Contractor shall pay the Department ^ per
pound for buffalofish; 00 per pound for other rough fish; 30
per pound for catfish and the entire proceeds from the sale of
all other than rough fish and catfish. All fish are to be
weighed (live or in the round) and payment made to the Depart
ment immediately following capture or as soon thereafter as
deemed practical by the Department, but under no circumstances
may the fish be shipped prior to the time payment is made to
the Department.
THIRD: The Contractor shall commence the work of taking and
removing said fish at the period above stated unless otherwise
directed by written notice by the Department and shall there
after continue said work during said term as above prescribed
with all reasonable diligence, in a good and workmanlike man
ner, until all fish of the kinds hereinbefore specified have
been removed from said waters, unless and until the said Con
tractor may be authorized by the Department to discontinue or
curtail said work as hereinafter provided. The Department may,
in the exercise of its discretion and best judgment, direct or
permit the Contractor to discontinue or curtail said work tem
porarily or permanently whenever the Department shall find that
the removal of said fish is inexpedient or inadvisable.
FOURTH: All game fish and all other fish of any kind not here
inbefore specified shall be returned alive and unharmed to the
waters from which they were taken immediately after the same
appear during the progress of each haul unless the Department
elects to otherwise dispose of such game fish. The Contractor
shall use all possible care and diligence in complying strictly
with this provision and the finding of any such fish dead or
injured in connection with the operation of the Contractor
hereunder shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this
provision. All rough fish of the kinds hereinabove specified,
if not marketable, shall be disposed of as the Department
directs, but none thereof shall be returned to the water uncon
fined except in cases of emergency the Department may, in its
discretion, give the Contractor authority to confine, crib, or
impound such fish until they can be marketed. Such authority
shall specify the place, size and details of the construction
of such crib or pound, together with the length of time for
which such fish may be so confined.
FIFTH: The Contractor shall keep a written record of all his
operations hereunder and shall make written reports thereof
to the Department in such form as the Department shall prescribe.
SIXTH: All fish taken by the Contractor hereunder shall be
deemed to be the property of the State until the specified pay
ment is made to the State. The Contractor shall provide at his
own expense for keeping and feeding all fish which are kept
alive and for handling and caring for all fish prior to and
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following the prescribed payment to the State. The fish shall
become the property of the Contractor following proper payment
to the State, or immediately following capture in cases where
no payment to the State is prescribed. All fish not marketed
or properly transferred to other persons must be buried by the
Contractor at a location and in a manner approved by the Depart
ment and the State Board of Health.
SEVENTH: The Contractor further agrees and warrants hereby that
no other person whatever has any interest in this contract or
the proceeds to be derived hereunder, except the parties named
as contracting parties and that no payment or consideration of
any kind or nature has been given to any person to secure or
assist in the securing of this contract. Any violation hereof
or attempted assignment of any interest in this contract shall
constitute a material breach hereof, except as such assignment
of interest may be approved in writing by the Department.
EIGHTH: In case of any default on the part of the Contractor
the Department may at its option declare this agreement cancelled
and terminated without prejudice to any right of the State to
damages caused by such default, or the Department may do or cause
to be done anything which the contractor failed to do as required
by the provisions of this agreement and charge the cost thereof
against the Contractor. Any monies due the Contractor for com
pensation or otherwise may be held by the Department and applied
in payment of any damages sustained by the State or of the cost
of remedying any fault of the Contractor as hereinbefore pro
vided.
NINTH: The Contractor shall give bond to the State of South
Dakota in the amount of 5 thousand dollars ($5*000.00), with
corporate surety, conditioned upon the faithful performance
of all terras and covenants of this agreement and subject to
approval as provided by law for the bonds of contractors for
the doing of public work.
TENTH: None of the conditions as set forth herein can be varied
or modified nor this contract transferred or assigned except
with the written consent of the Department.
ELEVENTH: Either party to this contract may cancel the contract
by serving notice by registered mail and by personal service of
the cancellation, and upon service of such notice all rights
and obligations shall cease and terminate thirty days following
the service of such notice. Should the Contractor cancel this
contract the Department shall reserve the right to disqualify
the Contractor for consideration on any subsequent contracts.
IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED, That the Department
shall be represented in all matters pertaining to the adminis
tration of this contract by the Director of the Department of
Game, Fish and Parks.
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IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED, That no fishing
shall be done under this contract except under the personal
supervision of a person designated by the Department, which
person shall carry out such duties in connection with the
contract as the Director may require.
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Fig* 3•--Location map of the commercial fish
eries on the mainstem reservoirs of the Upper Mis
souri River System.
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Fig. if-.— Location map of Fort Peck Reservoir,
Brusset Fishery and fishing area.
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Fig. 5 — .Location map of Garrison Reservoir,
Newtovm Fishery- Parshall Fishery and fishing area.
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Fig® 6.— Location map of Oahe Reservoir,
Mobridge Fishery and fishing area.
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Fig. 7»— Location map of Fort Randall Reser
voir, Chamberlain Fishery and fishing area.

APPEND IX V

FISH IN G GEAR
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Pig* 8*— The trap net is a very effective fora
of gear for migratory species that tend to follow the
shoreline* There «ire scores of designs and variations,
but the basic principle is the same for all* Fish mov
ing along the chore encounter a lead of netting* They
follow this lead in an attempt to get past it and are
led into one or more enclosures from which they find
it difficult to escape*

Fig. 8.— Trap Net

83

Fig# 9 •--Gill nets normally capture fish by
"gilling" them; that Is, by having the fish pass Its
head through a mesh too small to permit either pas
sage of the rest of its body or withdrawal of the
head once the posterior margin of the gill covers
has been passed by the mesh.

00

9.— Gill Net
i
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Fig. 10.— A trammel net consists of two or often
three vertical walls of netting united at the top to
a cork or float line and at the bottom to a lead line.
One wall (or walls) of netting, of large mesh and heavytwine, is hung quite tight. The other wall, of fine
mesh and light twine, is hung very loosely. Fish push
a bag of the fine net through one of the large meshes
of the coarse net and find it impossible to extricate
themselves.

CD
CN

Fig. 10.— Trammel Net

8?

Fig* 11.— The typical hoop net is a long bag
mounted on one to several hoops. The hoops serve a
double purpose; they keep the net from collapsing,
and they form the attachment for the base of net
funnels which prevent the fish from escaping readily.
The catch is removed from the last pocket. The trap
usually has long vertical, net leaders stretched
from the center of the mouth to shore. As fish mov
ing with the current strike the leader, they are
deflected toward the mouth of the net.
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Fig. 11.— Hoop Net

89

Fig. 12.— Essentially a seine is a strip of
strong netting hung to a stout cork line at the top
and a strong, very heavily weighted lead line on the
bottom. The wings may taper so that they are shal
lower on the ends. The bunt sometimes has the
center portion of the netting formed into a bag to
aid in confining the fish. At the ends of the wings
the cork and lead lines are often fastened on each
end of a short stout pole or brail. The hauling lines
are then attached to the top and bottom of the brail
by a short bridle.
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